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Model Test (1)
Read the following passage then answer the questions below:

Some animals seem able to solve problems. For example, dogs and cats often find their
way home long distances. To do this they have to use their intelligence. They have to
remember and think. But many birds find their way over long distances, too. They travel
thousands of kilometers every year when they move from cool to warmer countries. We
do not know how they do this but we know that they do not use their intelligence. They
do not remember places ' directions and then make decisions'. Young birds are able to
make these journeys without help as they can fly. Many animals , however, can be taught
to solve problems, especially when they are given rewards such as pigeons. Animals in
circuses have been trained to do all sorts of tricks to amuse an audience.

Animals in ............ have been trained to amuse an audience.

@ farms @ zoos @ schools @ circuses

The best title for this passage is .......

@ animals'life
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@ animals in zoo
@ animals'style of life

@ trained animals

The adjective from ( distance ) is .....................

@ distantly @ distantefully @ distantetul @ distant

birds are able to make these journeys without help as they can fly.

@ smart @ uie @ young @ intelligent

Some animals seem able to problems.

@ make @ have @ solve @ create

Choose the word closest in the meaning to the underlined word:

My father had a very nice truck.

@ notebook @ flat @ library @ lorry

l;.:l';

,$' i The country has an enormous wealth.

@abig @ a small @ not enough @ a hidden
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The time refers to nearly l2o'clock.

@ close @ reach @ exactly @ almost

S.'l This man gives needy people food every Friday.

@ sad @hrppy C Poot @ rich

This boy never sleeps after noon.

@ rarely @ usually @ often

He was annoyed hecause he lost his sunglasses.

@ poor @ smart O huPPY

Most Muslims memorize the Holy Qur'an.

@ sometimes

@ urgty

@ learn @ read @ write @ hold

Antarctica is far from Saudi Arabia.

@ near @ remote @ close

His house is full of appliances of many kinds.

@ seats @ furniture @ tools

@ uie

@ machines

*S. It is ordinary to be hot in summer season in Saudi Arabia.
'i"""'i" 

@normal @abnormal @well @quite

Choose the best correct answer to complete the following sentences:

fiffi, Would you mind ............... me your book, please?
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@ lent @ lending@ lend @ lends

XY, Gothic handwriting is .....,........... beautiful than Roman handwriting.

@ more @ the most @ the least @ the most

&ffi Boys enjoy ............,......, football.

@ pluy @ plays @ played @ playing



In the past, cayemen ... in caves,

@ live @ lives @ lived

She.....,.......... the house every day.

@ living

@ clean @ cleans @ cleaned @ cleaning

If I .............. yotrr I would drink more water.

@u* @i' @ was @ were

While he was repairing his car, his friend

@ come @ comes @ came @ coming

,:ll r r::.:

,*rili,1: Mohanad is the ..... student in the class.

@ good @ better @ bad @ best

My grandfather used to .................., to the radio after at so'clock.

@ listen @ listens @ listened @ listening
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.. pen is this? It is Ali's.

@ Where @ wnat O who @ Whose
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